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CLIMATE CHANGE IS REAL!
Climate change is happening,
and it’s caused by people!

Scientists agree that the planet's average temperature is
rising in response to increased human pollution in the air.
The current warming trend we are experiencing will have
implications for the future of life on Earth.
The greenhouse effect is a naturally occurring process
that regulates Earth’s temperature. Earth is warmed by
sun rays that come from the sun. When the energy in the
sun’s rays reach the planet, some of it is reflected away
from the ground. As this energy (heat) travels back
towards space it is absorbed by gases in the
atmosphere and by clouds.
Greenhouse gases
(gases in Earth’s
atmosphere that
absorb heat) such as
water vapour, carbon
dioxide, methane,
ozone, act something
like insulation in a
house. By absorbing
the sun’s heat, they
keep the planet at a
temperature that
allows for life.
Climate Change is not a myth and our actions now are
having a profound impact on the climate of the future.
We invite you to be a part of ECO-buddies and
understand how our natural world works and be part of
the solution for Climate Change!
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WITH ECO-BUDDIES ...
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You will learn about the
importance of our ecosystems,
how they work, and what
makes them healthy.

You will discover green
pockets neighbouring your
school. You will learn about
local species and understand
how plants and animals are
responding to climate change.

You will become aware of a
broad range of environmental
issues and develop an
awareness of the reasons we
need to use the planet
responsibly and sustainably.
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KEY WORDS
Weather & Climate: the only difference between weather
and climate is time. Weather measures the short term,
climate measures the long-term (30+years)
Climate Change: is a change in the usual weather found
in a place. This could be a change in how much rain a
place usually gets in a year. Or it could be a change in a
place's usual temperature for a month or season. Or it
could be a change in where rain and snow usually fall on
Earth.
Photosynthesis: the process in which plants use light
energy from the sun and carbon dioxide (CO2) from the
atmosphere to make their food. Oxygen is released by
plants during photosynthesis.
Carbon Sink: the natural ability of trees, plants, oceans
and other organisms to store carbon on a temporary
basis.
Greenhouse Gas: are certain gases in the atmosphere
(water vapor, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane)
that trap energy from the sun. Without these gases, heat
would escape back into space and Earth would be colder.
Greenhouse Effect: is defined as when Earth's atmosphere
becomes thick with gases and substances which trap the
sun's radiation, making Earth warmer
Ecosystems: is a word that describes all the living plants
and animals living in an area and how they interact with
each other and with the non-living things like water, air,
dirt, around them.
Adaptations: are changes to an animal’s or plant’s
physical body or behavior that allows it to survive in its
environment.
Phenology: the study of the seasonal timing of life cycle
events in plants and animals. Historical phenology records
can provide evidence of the effects of climate changes
over time.
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IMPORTANT FACTS
The Role of Plants and Forests: Plants and Forests are
an essential part of the system that keeps Earth’s
atmosphere functioning smoothly. In the process of
photosynthesis, trees and shrubs take in carbon
dioxide (CO₂) store carbon and release oxygen and
water vapour. By doing this, plants and trees help
reduce the amount of CO₂ in the atmosphere,
including some of the CO₂ caused by burning fossil
fuels.
While forests can certainly help reduce the impact of
climate change, scientists tell us the rate we are
putting CO₂ into the atmosphere is more than our
forests and oceans can handle.
Climate change is affecting pollination by disrupting
the synchronized timing of flower blooming and the
timing at which bees pollinate. Flowers are blooming
earlier in the growing season due to rising
temperatures, before many bees have a chance at
pollinating the plants.
Environmental factors: organisms live in habitats that
have environmental factors favorable to their survival.
These environmental factors include temperature, light
and moisture. Organisms respond to changes in the
environmental factors within their habitat
The speed of spring plant development is controlled
mainly by temperature. Warming winter and spring
temperatures mean earlier appearances of flowers.
This study of biological timing is called phenology.
There is evidence that spring is arriving earlier in many
places in the west.
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Visit#1: Winter
Draw the ecosystems.
Sketch a map of the area.
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Visit#2: Spring
Draw your plant.
Draw what the plant looks like and make a sketch map of
the area showing the tagged plant location. Make special
notes for things that you notice are different from last visit.
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Visit#3: Summer
Draw your plant.
Draw what the plant looks like and make a sketch map of
the area showing the tagged plant location. Make special
notes for things that you notice are different from last visit.
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OBSERVATION SHEET: WINTER
Habitat (Forest, meadow, wetland/bog):

Weather Conditions and average temperature:(dry,
rainy, cold, hot)

Average temperature:

Ask your parents and grandparents to recall their
experiences of the weather during their childhood in
Winter.
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OBSERVATION SHEET: SPRING
Plant Observed (Aspen Poplar, Birch, Saskatoon,
Dandelion, Bearberry, etc.):
Type of plant (tree, shrub, flower/herb):
Habitat (Forest, meadow, wetland/bog):
Plant location: (flat area, gentle slope, steep slope):
Weather Conditions and average temperature:(dry,
rainy, cold, hot)
Predictions: what this plant may do to survive the next
season?

Ask your parents and grandparents to recall their
experiences of the weather during their childhood in
spring.
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OBSERVATION SHEET: SUMMER
Plant Observed (Aspen Poplar, Birch, Saskatoon,
Dandelion, Bearberry, etc.):
Type of plant (tree, shrub, flower/herb):
Habitat (Forest, meadow, wetland/bog):
Plant location: (flat area, gentle slope, steep slope):
Weather Conditions and average temperature:(dry,
rainy, cold, hot)
Predictions: what this plant may do to survive the next
season?

Ask your parents and grandparents to recall their
experiences of the weather during their childhood in
summer.
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WHO WE ARE
Wild Child ECO-Buddies is a program of
Sierra Club Canada Foundation that helps
to connect children, youth, and families to
nature since 2010. The mission of our Wild
Child programs is to provide child-led,
play-based learning through repeated
exposure to nature, helping to foster a
lasting relationship with the natural world.

Using the basics of play and discovery, Eco-Buddies is an
innovative, holistic approach to environmental education
for children to connect with nature and become ecoliterate. This program enables children to learn about
climate change and become responsible stewards of the
land.
Through outdoor activities, games, exploration,
experiments, crafts, and conversation, children and
teachers will apply concepts from the Alberta science
curriculum to the ecosystem around them and learn how
organisms in nature work together to build a healthy
planet.
Contact us:
Email: edmwildchild@sierraclub.ca or
prairiechapter@sierraclub.ca
Web: wildchildedmonton.wordpress.com
We are grateful to Edmonton Community Foundation for
funding this program.

